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relief on their private health insurance premiums. Sig-
nificantly, there is nothing about funding, nor any men-
tion of community services, the chronic sick, or the men-
tally ill. It is all geared to acute medicine and surgery-
heart attacks, hernias, and hips. Predictably, as befits a
body which along with the rest of the profession has not
been consulted, the British Medical Association (BMA)
is pressing for a measured response.'

Some see in these new proposals a brave new world of
freedom from administrative shackles, others a system of
carefully placed mines to blow up the traditional NHS at
an appropriate time. Paradoxically, it may well turn out
that doctors or managers will be able to support their
claims for additional funding by a mass of statistics which
the Department of Health, and ultimately the Treasury,
will find hard to refuse-an improvement on the traditional
wringing of hands and generalized whingeing based upon
vague and unsupported evidence.

Two BRIEFITEMS.There has been an important extension
of the rights of overseas doctors in Britain. The General
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Medical Council (GMC)4 has ruled that overseas doctors
can apply for permanent registration after two years of
service as Senior House Officer (SHO), but that they
must hold a postgraduate qualification; previously it was
necessary to hold a registrar's post before applying.

The DNA testing for proof of family relationship for
applicants to enter Britain is in trouble. It is understood
that the government is unwilling to accept DNA proof as
a reason for overturning earlier rejections, where the
applicant has subsequently passed the age of 18 years.>
This seems illogical and unfair.
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JOHNBLACK

Letter from !i~rth Ame~~a

I HAVEJUSTreturned from a five-week stay in India.
Unlike the other dozen or so visits during the last twenty
years, this one was to study the current state of medical
education and practice and the progress of health care
delivery systems. I spent time in four premier teaching
institutions and my conversations with my medical
colleagues were wide and varied, and extended beyond
mere 'shop talk'. They were concerned about the young
Indian physicians who are presently emigrating to the
United States; to a changed milieu of a surplus of physicians
and to a market-oriented system of health care delivery.
There is frustration because of the paucity of relevant
information. And such horror stories! Foreign medical
graduates in the USA and Canada, working as cab drivers,
cashiers and gas station attendants!

PHYSICIANMIGRATION:India has been the world's largest
donor of medical manpower over the last two decades and
the loss of domestic stock has been estimated at about
13%.1 There is scarcely a recipient country where there
are no Indian doctors. In spite of deterrents to emigration,
the abolition of the ECFMG (Educational Commission
for Foreign Medical Graduates) examination test centres

in India and the passage of US public law (PL 94-484) in
1976 which abolished preferential immigrant status for
physicians, the emigration of Indian physicians to the
USA has continued.

The greatest influx occurred at the time when a vacuum
existed. In the curricular year 1970-71, 89 schools
graduated 8974 MDs, when a total of 3151 approved pro-
grammes offered 15 354 paid internships. In the following
year, 15 854 positions were offered. Clearly, demand far
exceeded supply.? The estimated number of graduates
from 127 medical schools in 1987-88 is 15947 but 20379
Graduate-Year I positions were reported available on 1
July 1988 in 97% of the approved programmes. The
number of unfilled budgeted positions over the past three
years has been about 3%. Competing for these positions
are USFMGs (US citizens studying medicine abroad) and
alien FMGs (interestingly, the American Osteopathic
Association reports that one half of all Doctor of
Osteopathy (DO) graduates of osteopathic schools enter
MD residencies after completing a required one-year
rotating osteopathic internship. There are 28000 practising
DOs in the US compared with 560 000 active MDs, a fifth
of whom are FMGs). So there is now a situation in the
USA where supply exceeds dernand.v'
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LICENSUREis currently being studied and there is a proposal
for a uniform examination pathway for US licensure. 5 The
proposal to change the current system has been developed
by a task force led by the National Board of Medical
Examiners (NBME), which gives licensing examinations
to US medical students and graduates and the Federation
of State Medical Boards which administers the Federation.
Licensing Examination (FLEX) to all applicants, foreign-
schooled or otherwise. This requires that all FMGs take
the FMGEMS (Foreign Medical Graduates Examination
in the Medical Sciences) to achieve ECFMG certification,
which is mandatory for entry into a US residency pro-
gramme. A certain period of such training is essential for
licensure, varying according to individual state laws. (The
old ECFMG examination and the Visa Qualifying Exam-
ination (VQE) are no longer given.) Under the new plan,
all candidates for residency positions, from the US as well
as from foreign medical schools, will take one examination
consisting of a modified version of the National Board
Examination Parts I and II (there are 3 parts) and a
modified version of FLEX. At this time it is believed that
September 1989might be the earliest that implementation
of the uniform system can be put into place.

The current mix of immigration laws, ECFMG certifi-
cation requirements, availability of residency positions
and licensure regulations are certainly not conducive to
the facile entry of FMGs into the mainstream of US
medicine. Thus, it is most important for all Indian
physicians planning to move to the US to avail themselves
of current information since so much change has taken
place over the last decade.

NEW HORIZONSIN MEDICINE:The application of high
technology in medicine continues to augment the practice
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of medicine in the USA. The Indian system of medical
education produces clinicians who are oriented towards
the traditional methods of history taking and physical
diagnosis. In the USA Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) is making a big impact on patient management.
NMR is able to provide information on protein structure,
including localization of pathology and detection of
aberrant metabolic patterns. It has the advantage over
X-ray crystallography in that one can observe effects of
pH and determine binding of water in the interior of a
protein as well as on its surface.

In 1981, only 2 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
devices were in use in the USA but by 1987 their number
'rose to 600. MRI is best for imaging soft tissues and
skeletal muscle, especially in the pelvis of both male and
female subjects. In tissues with tumours, the assessment
of the extent and nature of pathology is often superior to
computerized axial tomography. Most equipment is
occupied for 2 shifts per day (16 or 24 hours), seven days
a week. We will continue to see this demand grow as new
imaging techniques evolve and further advances are made
in computer graphics. 6
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Textbook of Work Physiology: Physiological bases of
exercise. Per-Olof Astrand, K Rodahl. McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Singapore, 1986. 756pp, illustrated, US
$11.50.

Astrand and Rodahl have now produced an updated third
edition of their very popular textbook on work physiology.
Earlier editions of this classic work have appeared in
translations in major European languages. In addition to
its reputation as the major compendium of the state of the
science related to exercise physiology, it has the ability to

capture the interest of the reader through its lucid
presentation.

The first chapter 'Our biological heritage' is a delight to
read. It traces the origin of life to man's destiny at the
pinnacle of biological evolution. The chapters on muscle,
neuromuscular function, body fluids, circulation and
respiration are comprehensive and well written; they are,
in fact, better than comparable sections in other standard
textbooks of physiology. The authors at no time assume
that the individual interested in a textbook of work/exercise
physiology may already be well acquainted with the basic


